Parkinson’s Disease affects more than six million people worldwide. The neurological condition affects parts of the brain that control the movement of muscles, and can result in the person having ‘shakes’ or tremors and experience difficulty walking and speaking. One treatment for these symptoms is Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS), which implants an electrode into the brain to calm muscle tremors and other motor symptoms.

Professor Madeleine Lowery is using computer models to build a better understanding of how DBS affects brain tissue, how it stimulates the nerves that carry signals to muscles and how it impacts the muscles themselves.

Ultimately the aim is to develop a ‘smart’ Deep Brain Stimulation system that can figure out what the person needs and can automatically deliver the correct level of timely stimulation, thereby reducing symptoms effectively and with longer battery life.

More than 100,000 people around the world have received Deep Brain Stimulation to date, and for many it effectively eases the symptoms of Parkinson’s Disease.

However, DBS has some downsides and can have side-effects. Motor symptoms may actually worsen until the ‘dosage’ is optimised for the person, and the dosage required can change as the disease progresses. The helpful effects of DBS may wane for an individual over time, and the battery typically needs to be replaced every few years, which requires an invasive surgical procedure.

Professor Madeleine Lowery leads a major project at UCD School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering to model and understand Deep Brain Stimulation and inform ‘smarter’ systems that sense the needs of the person and automatically alter accordingly.

The research, which is funded through a prestigious European Research Council Consolidator Grant takes a whole-system approach.

“We are building computer models of electrodes, of brain tissue, of the nerves that convey signals to muscles and of the muscles themselves.”
tissue, of the nerves that convey signals to muscles and of the
caraudues to muscles and of the
muscles themselves,” explains Professor Lowery. “We are also
recording signals from muscle of the healthy volunteers and
from people with Parkinson’s Disease to inform our models.”

**Models will inform more effective treatments for Parkinson’s Disease**

By using computer models to simulate how Deep Brain Stimulation works in people with Parkinson’s Disease, Professor Lowery’s group plans to design smarter and more efficient ways to control Deep Brain Stimulation treatment and make it more effective.

Professor Lowery’s group is using computer science and mathematics to take a whole-system approach to modelling the nervous system, muscles and Deep Brain Stimulation. It’s an approach that has attracted considerable scientific interest, and Professor Lowery has published widely in peer-reviewed journals and her research is presented at international conferences.

In 2014 she was awarded a prestigious European Research Council (ERC) grant to lead a five-year project on Deep Brain Stimulation. A relatively small number of researchers in Europe win ERC funding each year for ‘blue-sky’ research with the potential for large societal impact.

“One output of the project will be a computer model of the entire neuromuscular system which captures the electrode in DBS and how it affects surrounding brain tissue and the muscles it controls,” says Professor Lowery. “This will help scientists and clinicians to understand how electrical signals of different strengths (amplitude), lengths (duration) and rates (frequency) are conducted through the brain tissue and the effect that they have on networks of neurons in the brain that are responsible for movement. Understanding these characteristics will help to inform what stimulation ‘dosages’ are likely to be effective.”

Her group at UCD is also building computer models of the motor nerves that run between the brain and muscle (carrying the signal to move or stop) and of the muscle itself, measuring how it responds to signals from the brain. “We are particularly interested in modelling muscles in the hand, because these muscles have strong connections to the brain, are very important in the controlling fine hand movements and are often the site of tremors and disrupted movement in Parkinson’s Disease,” explains Professor Lowery.

By building and combining these computer models, by running simulations of Deep Brain Stimulation pathways on the models and by taking measurements from healthy volunteers and people with Parkinson’s Disease, Professor Lowery’s findings will tell us more about the specific changes in muscle co-ordination in Parkinson’s Disease and how different ‘dosages’ of Deep Brain Stimulation can affect those movements.

“We are already using our measurement systems on people with Parkinson’s Disease,” she notes. “We are analysing changes in their muscle co-ordination as they go through a specific programme of physical rehabilitation exercises at the Royal Hospital in Donnybrook. This means we can measure the progress of these patients as they move through the physical therapy, and we can use the readings to inform the computer model we are building of the nervous system and muscles.”

The UCD researchers will soon include more people with Parkinson’s Disease (as well as healthy volunteers) on their wider study to model nervous system changes.

As the project develops, Professor Lowery’s group aims to design a new closed-loop Deep Brain Stimulation system. This will monitor signals from muscles and ‘tell’ the implanted electrode the strength and length of electrical stimulus that is needed. This smarter closed-loop system stands to offer several benefits to people with Parkinson’s Disease, according to Professor Lowery. “It could work more effectively for the individual, and it would know to adjust the stimulus if the disease progresses, potentially making DBS more effective for longer,” she says. “It would also use battery power more efficiently, meaning that batteries will last longer and need to
be replaced less frequently.”

What Professor Lowery is discovering about the nervous system and how it can be controlled with electrical stimuli is also informing the wider field of ‘neuromodulation’, a form of therapy that uses electricity to manage symptoms such as pain, muscle spasms and hearing loss.
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